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Abstract
The radiative type-I seesaw has been already implemented to explain the lightness of
Majorana neutrinos with both Majorana and Dirac heavy fermions, and the lightness of Dirac
neutrinos with Dirac heavy fermions. In this work we present a minimal implementation of
the radiative type-I seesaw with light Dirac neutrinos and heavy Majorana fermions. An
inert doublet and a complex singlet scalar complete the dark sector which is protected by an
Abelian fermiophobic gauge symmetry that also forbids tree level mass contributions for the
full set of light neutrinos. A fermion vector-like extension of the model is also proposed where
the light right-handed neutrinos can thermalize in the primordial plasma and the extra gauge
boson can be directly produced at colliders. In particular, the current upper bound on ∆Neff
reported by PLANCK points to large ratios MZ′/g
′ & 40 TeV which can be competitive
with collider constraint for g′ sufficiently large in the ballpark of the Standard Model values,
while future cosmic microwave background experiments may probe all the no minimal models
presented here. 
1 Introduction
The interpretation of neutrino experimental data in terms of neutrino oscillations is compatible
with both Majorana and Dirac neutrino masses [1]. The former possibility has received the most
attention but, given the lack of signals in neutrinoless double beta decay experiments [2–7], the
latter cannot be dismissed. If neutrinos are Dirac particles, the Standard Model (SM) particle
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content must be extended with right-handed neutrinos, which can increase the effective number of
light neutrinos, Neff, until 6. Therefore, to be compatible with the current cosmological restrictions
on Neff, the interactions of the extra right-handed neutrinos with the primordial plasma must be
highly suppressed.
On the other hand, to give small masses to at least two Majorana or Dirac neutrinos, as required
to explain the neutrino oscillation experiments [8, 9], the seesaw mechanism with heavy fermions is
usually invoked. For the tree-level type-I seesaw we can have either light Majorana neutrinos with
heavy Majorana mediators [10–13] or light Dirac neutrinos with heavy Dirac mediators [14–17].
The radiative type-I seesaw includes both [18] possibilities [19], but now it is also possible to have
light Majorana neutrinos with heavy Dirac mediators [20]. In this work we want to explore the
possibility to build a simple Dirac radiative type-I seesaw model with heavy Majorana mediators.
It is worth noticing that this idea have been already illustrated in an extension of the minimal
supersymmetric standard model [21] but without show any explicit solution.
In general, solutions for light Dirac neutrino masses require a continuous symmetry to guarantee
their Diracness. This symmetry is usually identified as the local U(1)B−L. Additionally, ad-hoc
discrete symmetries are invoked to forbid tree level Dirac or Majorana mass terms for the light
right-handed neutrinos [14, 22, 23]. However, tree-level Dirac type-I seesaw with proper choices for
the U(1)B−L charges have been shown to be consistent without require any extra ad-hoc discrete
symmetries [17]. In recent works, it has been shown that even for one-loop Dirac neutrino masses,
it is possible to have U(1)B−L as the only extra symmetry beyond the SM [24–26]1.
As a bonus in this case, the new scalars and fermions circulating the loop can be dark matter
candidates with the stability of the lightest of them guaranteed by the very same continuous sym-
metry. We focus here in solutions for the radiative Dirac type-I seesaw with Majorana mediators,
which have only an extra local symmetry responsible for the Diracness of the light neutrinos, the
absence of any tree-level mass, and the existence of a dark sector constituted by the particles
circulating the loop.
In fact, another evidence that the SM is not a complete theory is the missing matter content
of the Universe, which is known as dark matter (DM). The main proposals that explain DM as
a particle are given in Ref. [27]. However, there has been only gravitational evidence for the
existence of dark matter so far. Without evidence of DM as a particle, there is not a clear path
to pin out the DM properties nor the possible heavier companions of some extended dark sector.
Linking the dark sector to other specific phenomenology allows to reduce the arbitrariness in the
model building. In our construction, the dark sector is related to the heavy sector responsible of
the lightness of the neutrinos and the same symmetry that guarantees the lightness of the Dirac
neutrinos is the responsible of the stability of the lightest dark particle (LDP). Therefore, the
number of specific models is quite restricted.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next Section we present the model and
study the scalar mass spectrum after spontaneous symmetry breaking. In Sec. 3 we present the
radiative mechanism that generates Dirac neutrino masses and establish the lepton flavor violation
constraints. The different resulting DM scenarios are discussed in Sec. 4, and in Sec. 5 we show the
cosmological restrictions (Neff) in a non-minimum model for different extra Abelian symmetries.
1 For extensions with only extra scalars, minimal solutions have been found with two and three loops [26].
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Fields SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)D
η 2 1 1
S 1 0 2
σ 1 0 3
νRi 1 0 −4
νR3 1 0 5
ψRα 1 0 1
Table 1: The new scalars and fermions with their respective charges. All the SM fields are neutral
under the dark U(1)D gauge symmetry.
2 The model
We extend the SM with a spontaneously broken Abelian gauge symmetry which guarantees the
total lepton number (L) conservation. Only the new particles, including the right-handed partners
of the SM neutrinos, are charged under this new U(1)D dark gauge symmetry [28–30] to obtain
an anomaly free theory. We choose the new particle set such that the following dimension six
operator is realized at one-loop level
O6D = 1
Λ2
LH˜νRS
2 , (1)
where S is the singlet scalar field which spontaneously breaks the U(1)D symmetry needed to forbid
the Dirac and Majorana neutrino mass terms at tree level.
With the aim to illustrate the one-loop Dirac neutrino mass generation we consider the particle
content shown in Table 1 as a possible realization of the effective operator O6D. Specifically, we
introduce three scalar fields η, σ and S, where only S develops a nonzero vacuum expectation
value (VEV), a set of three singlet fermions, νRj (j = 1, 2) and νR3, and another set of three heavy
Majorana fermions, ψRα (α = 1, 2, 3). The U(1)D charges for the new particles are defined by the
anomaly cancellation conditions and the gauge invariance in Yukawa and scalar interactions.
The most general Lagrangian for some gauge U(1)X symmetry, which includes the trivial case
X = D, must contains the following gauge, Yukawa and scalar interactions in order to realize O6D
at one-loop:
L ⊃− g′ Z ′µ
∑
F
qFFγ
µF +
∑
φ
∣∣(∂µ + i g′ qφ Z ′µ)φ∣∣2
− [hiαLiη˜ψRα + yjανRjσ∗ψcRα + καβψcRαψRβS∗ + h.c.]− V(H,S, η, σ) . (2)
In the first row g′ is the gauge coupling associated to the U(1)X group and Z ′µ is its corresponding
gauge boson, F (φ) denote the new fermions (scalars), and qF, φ their X charges. In the second
row Li (i = 1, 2, 3) and H are the SM lepton and Higgs doublets, respectively, η˜ = iσ2η
∗, and h, y
3
and κ are matrices in the flavor space. The scalar potential can be cast as
V(H,S, η, σ) =V (H) + V (S) + V (η) + V (σ)
+ λ1(H
†H)(S∗S) + λ2(H†H)(σ∗σ) + λ3(H†H)(η†η)
+ λ4(S
∗S)(σ∗σ) + λ5(S∗S)(η†η) + λ6(η†η)(σ∗σ) + λ7(η†H)(H†η)
+ λ8(η
†HS∗σ + h.c.) , (3)
with V (ω) = µ2ωω
†ω + λω(ω†ω)2. It is worth to emphasize that U(1)D automatically allows for all
the terms in Eqs. (2) and (3) but other realizations will be checked later on. Note that after the
spontaneous symmetry breaking of U(1)X the λ8 term gives rise to the mixing between the neutral
parts of η and σ, which is mandatory to generate non-zero radiative masses. We assume λ8 and
〈S〉 reals to preserve CP symmetry in the scalar sector, and µ2η, µ2σ > 0 to avoid tree-level mixing
terms among the fermions. Moreover, we also assume λ1  1 such that the scalar S and H do not
mix allowing us to identify the CP even scalar particle in H as the SM Higgs boson. To establish
the scalar spectrum we expand the scalar fields as
H =
(
G+
1√
2
(h+ vH + iG)
)
, η =
(
η+
1√
2
(ηR + iηI)
)
,
S =
1√
2
(SR + vS + iSI) , σ =
1√
2
(σR + iσI),
with vH = 246.22 GeV. Of the original twelve scalar degrees of freedom in the model, the gauge
bosons W±, Z0 and Z ′ absorb four of them (the Goldstone bosons G±,G and SI). Thus, the scalar
spectrum contains two sets of two neutral CP-even states (h and SR, and σR and ηR), two CP-odd
scalar states (σI and ηI) and one charged scalar (η
±). The mass spectrum for the unmixed scalars
reads
m2η± = µ
2
η +
1
2
(λ3υ
2
H + λ5υ
2
S) , m
2
H = λHυ
2
H , m
2
S = λSυ
2
S .
The other mass eigenstates are defined as(
χ(R,I)1
χ(R,I)2
)
=
(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
)(
σ(R,I)
η(R,I)
)
,
where tan θ = 2c/(b − a), with a = m2η± + 12λ7υ2H , b = µ2σ + 12(λ2υ2H + λ4υ2S) and c = 12λ8vHvS .
Note that the CP-even states χR(1,2) are mass degenerate with CP-odd ones χI(1,2), with masses
m2χ(1,2) = [a+ b∓
√
(a− b)2 + 4c2]/2.
On the other hand, we assume that the heavy Majorana fermions are already in the diagonal
basis in such a way their masses are Mψα = κααvS/
√
2, with Mψ1 < Mψ2 < Mψ3 . Finally, the mass
of the new gauge boson is given by
MZ′ = qSg
′vS. (4)
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Figure 1: One-loop realization of the dimension-6 operator LH˜νRS
2 leading to Dirac neutrino
masses with Majorana mediators.
3 Neutrino masses and charged lepton flavor violation
Neutrino masses are generated at one-loop level according to the diagram in Fig. 1. The expression
for the effective neutrino mass matrix Mν can be cast as
(Mν)ij = 1
32pi2
λ8vSvH
m2χR2
−m2χR1
3∑
α=1
hiαMψαy
∗
jα
[
F
(
m2χR2
M2ψα
)
− F
(
m2χR1
M2ψα
)]
+ (R→ I) , (5)
where F (x) = x log x/(x − 1). Note that the structure of the effective neutrino mass matrix,
given by the product (Mν)ij ∝ hiαyjα, is similar to the structure of the neutrino mass matrix for
the tree-level seesaw mechanism for Dirac neutrinos [31]. It is also worth mentioning that if only
one fermion ψR is added, then there will be two massless neutrinos, which would be ruled out by
the current neutrino oscillation data [32]. In our case, we assume the existence of three of such
fermions, generating Dirac scotogenic masses for the two left-handed neutrinos (ν3 = νL3 + νR3 is
massless due to the charge assignment).
In order to estimate the possible values for the parameters involved in the neutrino masses we
consider the case where λ2, λ4, λ7  1 and m2χ ≡ m2η± = µ2σ  12λ8vvS, which leads to a ≈ b c.
Taking into account that for the mentioned case m2χR2
−m2χR1 = λ8vvS and m
2
χR2
+m2χR1
= 2m2χ,
we have that
(Mν)ij = λ8vSv
16pi2
3∑
α=1
hiαMψαy
∗
jα
m2χ −M2ψα
[
1− M
2
ψα
m2χ −M2ψα
log
(
m2χ
M2ψα
)]
, (6)
and by further assuming m2χ M2ψα one finds
(Mν)ij = λ8vSv
16pi2m2χ
3∑
α=1
hiαMψαy
∗
jα , (7)
∼ 0.04 eV
(
λ8
10−4
)( vS
200 GeV
)( Mψα
50 GeV
)(
2 TeV
mχ
)2(
hiαyjα
10−4
)
. (8)
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Figure 2: Feynman diagram for the processes `i → `jγ
In this way, in addition to the loop suppression it is possible to have further suppression in the
neutrino mass matrix for small values of either vS, λ8 or hiαyjα.
On the other hand, the hiα Yukawa interaction in Eq. (2) leads to charged lepton flavor violation
(CLFV) processes induced at one-loop level and mediated by the charged scalars η± as the ones
shown in Fig. 2 for the `i → `jγ type. By using the current experimental constraint on Br(µ →
eγ) < 5.7 × 10−13 [33] and for the case m2χ = m2η±  M2ψa we can obtain an upper bound for the
product of Yukawa couplings ∣∣∣∣∣∑
α
hiαh
∗
jα
∣∣∣∣∣ . 0.02( mχ2 TeV)2 . (9)
It is worth noticing that yjα is not constrained by the non observation of CLFV processes.
4 Dark matter
From the model charge assignment in Table 1 we have that a residual Z2 symmetry is left over after
the U(1)D symmetry breaking, with the particles circulating the one-loop neutrino mass diagram
(see Fig. 1) and νR3 being odd under it whereas νR1, νR2, S and all the SM particles being even.
Thus the lightest electrically-neutral Z2-odd particle becomes a dark matter candidate. In other
words, this model also provides a solution to the DM puzzle via either fermion (ψ1) or scalar (χ1R
or χ1I) dark matter
2.
Since ψ1 is a singlet under the SM gauge group its thermal relic density is controlled by the
Yukawa couplings and U(1)D gauge interactions. The scenario where ψ1 self-annihilates dominantly
through hiα-mediated interactions resembles the very well known scotogenic model [18], where
sizable hiα are required to reproduce the correct DM abundance, which in turn leads to a mild
tension with experimental upper bounds on the rates for rare charged lepton decays [34–36]. On
the other hand, when the Z ′ portal [37, 38] is the main gate to visible sector, ψ1 largely annihilates
into neutrinos in such a way the observed DM abundance can be reproduced without entering in
2Note that Z ′ cannot constitute a DM candidate due to the instability associated to the Z ′ → ν¯R3νR3 decay
channel, which cannot be kinematically closed.
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conflict with the DM searches, which follows from the fact that the Z ′ does not couple to quarks
and charged leptons (see [38–42] for phenomenological studies on Z ′-mediated Majorana DM).
In contrast to fermion DM, the scalar DM candidate has additional interaction terms to the
Yukawa and gauge interactions. This entails that the later ones can be used to alter the relic
density predictions in scenarios with mixed scalar DM. Since in the present model the CP-even
and CP-odd neutral Z2-odd particles are mass degenerate, we have the scenario of singlet-doublet
complex DM [43, 44] where the DM candidate is a mixture of a complex singlet [45] and a SU(2)L
doublet [46, 47]. It follows that for negligible Yukawa and gauge interactions there are two DM
mass regions that allow us to properly reproduce the relic abundance, one corresponds the Higgs
funnel region and the second one demands masses above 100 GeV [48].
5 Beyond the minimal model: cosmological and collider
constraints
It turns that the Z ′ portal also allows to probe the model through modifications on the cosmological
history of the Universe, namely, via additional contributions to the effective number of relativistic
degrees of freedom Neff [49]. In this model, these contributions arise from the presence of the right-
handed neutrinos and may be expected to be sizeable precisely due to the large U(1)D charges of
the νR’s. Nevertheless, since the right-handed neutrinos do not couple directly to the rest of the
SM particles (see Eq. (2)) they decouple early enough from the thermal bath and, therefore, do
not modify the SM prediction for Neff.
With the aim of thermalize the right-handed neutrinos with the primordial plasma in the early
Universe, we consider an modification of the previous setup by considering a general anomaly free
Abelian gauge symmetry with generation-independent charge assignments for the SM fermions,
U(1)X . In the Appendix we show that the solutions to the anomaly cancellation conditions allow
us to write the X-charges of the SM fields in terms of two parameters [28, 50–52], that we choose
as
X(r, l) = rR− lY , (10)
where R is the generator of U(1)R (the gauge Abelian symmetry where only the right-handed SM
fermions have non-vanishing X-charges), Y is the hypercharge, l is the X-charge of the lepton
doublets, and r parametrizes the contribution to the linear and mixed gauge-gravitational anoma-
lies of any extra set of chiral fermions, as given in Eq. (19) of the Appendix. In this way, if only
extra vector-like fermions are allowed beyond the SM (r = 0) the solution must be proportional
to hypercharge. Without lost of generality, we can write the solutions in terms of just one pa-
rameter [53–55], that we choose to be l after fix r = 1. Then, as shown in the Appendix, the full
family of solutions for a fixed l can be obtained after rescaling all the X-charges by a factor r. In
particular, the fermiophobic [28–30] solution used in the previous sections, U(1)D, corresponds to
the rescaling r = 0 of the U(1)R solution: D = X(0, 0).
The one parameter solution is shown in column U(1)X of Table 2. In order to analyse the
phenomenology, we fix l to recover some already studied Abelian gauge groups X = B−L,R,D,G,
7
Fields SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)X U(1)B−L U(1)R U(1)D U(1)G U(1)D
L 2 −1 l −1 0 −3/2 −1/2 0
dR 1 −2/3 1 + 2l/3 1/3 1 0 2/3 0
uR 1 +4/3 −1− 4l/3 1/3 −1 1 −1/3 0
Q 2 1/3 −l/3 1/3 0 1/2 1/6 0
eR 1 −2 1 + 2l −1 1 −2 0 0
H 2 1 −1− l 0 −1 1/2 −1/2 0
η 2 1 3/4− l 7/4 3/4 9/4 5/4 1
S 1 0 3/2 3/2 3/2 3/2 3/2 2
σ 1 0 13/4 13/4 13/4 13/4 13/4 3
νRi 1 0 −4 −4 −4 −4 −4 −4
νR3 1 0 +5 +5 5 5 5 5
ψRα 1 0 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 1
ξLα 1 0 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 −
Table 2: General one-parameter solution with some examples of rational solutions (X = B −
L,R,D,G and D) for the radiative type-I seesaw realization of the effective operator O6D for
Dirac neutrino masses. The last column corresponds to the solution in Table 1.
as defined in Ref. [28]3. The last column corresponds to the rescaling with r = 0 of U(1)R.
Since we are interested here in keeping the exotic set of X-charges charges {∓4, ∓4, ±5} in
such a way that when assigned to the right-handed neutrinos the tree level Dirac and Majorana
masses can be forbidden [24], the set of Majorana mediators ψRα which realize the dimension-6
operator at one-loop would spoil the anomaly cancellation condition. In view of that ψRα have
necessarily nonzero X-charges (see the Appendix), we further add an extra set of chiral fermions in
such a way the full set heavy fermions do not affect the anomaly cancellation (their charges cancel
each other in a vector like way). The resulting charge assignment is displayed in Table 2, where
the fields ξLα constitute the new set of chiral fermion that guarantee the anomaly cancellation.
In this way we end up with a model with four Majorana fermions, two more than in the minimal
solution, since third generation of chiral fermions is not needed to cancel the U(1)X anomalies
(alternatively we may consider another simple setup by adding a single set of ψR and ξL and two
set of scalars ηα, σα [57])
4.
Accordingly, we may expect that the three right-handed neutrinos within the not-so minimal
model contribute to the radiation energy density of the Universe, since now the interaction between
the Z ′ with the SM fermions opens up the possibility to thermalize them with the primordial
3We change U(1)B for the more suitable name of U(1)R [56].
4 Seeing that the two additional left-handed fields ξLα, with a X-charge r = 3/4, have both Dirac and Majorana
mass terms ξLαψRβ and ξcLαξLβ〈S〉, the full set of Majorana fields are massive and heavy. Moreover, because the
U(1)X left out a remnant Z2 discrete symmetry which guarantees the stability of the lightest Z2-odd particle, we
have that the lightest of these Majorana fields may play the role of DM candidate.
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plasma. In other words, this leads to a modification in the relativistic degrees of freedom as [58, 59]
∆Neff = Neff −NSMeff = NνR
(
TνR
TνL
)4
= NνR
(
g(T νLdec)
g(T νRdec)
)4/3
, (11)
where NνR is the number of right-handed neutrinos with the same X charge and g(T ) is the number
of relativistic degrees of freedom at a temperature T in the SM [60]. The decoupling temperature
of the SM neutrinos is T νLdec ≈ 2.3 MeV, when g(T νLdec) = 43/4 corresponding to the three νL, e±
and the photon [61, 62]. Since the interaction of the right-handed neutrinos with the SM is only
mediated by the gauge boson Z ′, the corresponding rate can be cast as [63]
ΓνR(T ) = nνR(T )〈σ(νRνR → ff)υ〉
=
g2νR
nνR(T )
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
fνR(p)
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
fνR(k)σf (s)υ , (12)
where fνR(k) = 1/(e
k/T + 1) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, gνR = 2, υ = 1 − cosϕ is the Moller
velocity, s = 2pk(1 − cosϕ), p and k are the momenta of the particle with ϕ the angle between
them, and the number density of right-handed neutrinos is given by
nνR(T ) = gνR
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
fνR(k) .
The cross section for the case of a heavy mediator (T νRdec  MZ′), with s  MZ′ and neglecting
the fermion masses in the final state reads [64]
σf (s) ≈ NCf
s
12pi
(
g′
MZ′
)4
q2νR(q
2
fL
+ q2fR) , (13)
where NCf = 1(3) for leptons (quarks), and qf is the X-charge of the SM fermion. Accordingly,
the interaction rate takes the form
ΓνR(T ) =
49pi5T 5
97200ζ(3)
(
g′
MZ′
)4∑
f
NCf q
2
f . (14)
In this expression the sum is performed over all SM fermions that are in thermal equilibrium with
the plasma at temperature T . To estimate the contribution to the relativistic degrees of freedom
from right-handed neutrinos, it is necessary to calculate the decoupling temperature of the right-
handed neutrinos (T νRdec). The latter occurs when the interaction rate ΓνR(T ) drops below the rate
of expansion of the Universe, Γ(T νRdec) = H(T
νR
dec) , with H(T ) = [4pi
3GN(g(T ) + 21/4)/45]
1/2T 2 .
Note that the factor 21/4 corresponds to the contribution of the right-handed neutrinos to the
relativistic degrees of freedom.
The results for ∆Neff as a function of MZ′/g
′ are displayed in Fig. 3, where it can be observed
that for small ratios MZ′/g
′ the variation in the number of relativistic degrees of freedom of
the new species is large (∆Neff & 0.3 corresponds to decoupling temperatures T νRdec . 2 GeV)
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Figure 3: Contribution to the number of extra relativistic degrees of freedom (∆Neff) in function
of MZ′/g
′. The region above the solid gray line is excluded by the measurements at 2σ reported
by the PLANCK Collaboration [65]. For comparison purposes the upper bound at 2σ (black
line) obtained from the BBN analysis [66] is also shown. The horizontal dashed lines show the
projected sensitivity of the future experiments SPT-3G/SO [67, 68] and CMB-S4 [69]. ∆Neff = 0.4
represents the extra contribution required to relieve the tension on the inferred H0 values from
high- and low-redshift observations [70, 71].
and vice versa. It follows that for the U(1)G model the Planck+BAO upper bound at 2σ (solid
gray line) demands that MZ′/g
′ & 36 TeV while for the U(1)R model a more stringent lower
bound applies MZ′/g
′ & 60 TeV (these bounds become slightly weaker once the Planck+BAO+H0
combination [65] is considered, but in such a case the BBN bound from the primordial abundances
of light elements would rule [66]). In other words, bearing in mind that MZ′/g
′ ≈ 3vS/25 we have
that the energy scale of the U(1)X symmetry breaking must be at least ∼ 24 TeV (note that the
U(1)X having the lowest MZ′/g
′ ratio features a X charge l = −6/11 ≈ −1/2). Similar constraints
would apply to all gauged and anomaly free U(1)X extensions of the SM with Dirac neutrino masses,
where light right handed neutrinos are associated to the solution (−4,−4,+5) [17, 24, 25, 73–75].
On the other hand, it is remarkable the fact the next generation of CMB experiments [67–69] has
the potential to entirely probe all the not-so minimal models [76, 77].
Regarding collider searches, the recasting of the latest ATLAS results for the search of dilepton
resonances using 139 fb−1 [78] was done in Ref. [79] for the U(1)B−L model. The green (upper)
region in Fig. 4 shows the excluded region at 95% C.L. To ease the comparison with other results,
5Because of the LEP constraint (see below) the mixing between the Z ′ and the SM Z boson is negligible [72].
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g′ = 0.5
ATLAS
∆Neff
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Figure 4: Collider and cosmological constraints for the U(1)B−L model, and contours of constant
g′ in the plane of qSvS as a function of MZ′ with qS = 3/2.
we show the exclusion as function of MZ′/g
′. In particular, the limit from LEP for U(1)B−L model
is [72, 80, 81]6
MZ′/g
′ > 6.7 TeV , at 95% C.L , (15)
which is obtained from the search for effective four-lepton operators and is valid for MZ′ 
200 GeV. This constraint corresponds to the excluded magenta (lower) region of Fig. 4 and start
to be relevant for MZ′ > 5.8 TeV.
The constraint of ∆Neff for U(1)B−L is shown in the blue (middle) region and start to be better
than current ATLAS limit for MZ′ & 4.8 TeV. In the figure we also show contours of constant g′ at
0.01, 0.1 and 0.5 with the solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines respectively. We can see that ∆Neff
start to constraint g′ for values larger than 0.1 in U(1)B−L. Similar restrictions can be obtained
for the other models quoted in Fig. 3.
6 Conclusions
The mechanism behind the neutrino mass generation and the Dirac/Majorana character of massive
neutrinos still remain a conundrum despite the clear understanding of the neutrino oscillation
6The constraint as function of the X-charge h = −1− l is given in Ref. [82].
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pattern and the great experimental efforts behind the neutrinoless double-beta decay. Alongside
this is the fact that there are no clues on the nature of the DM particle and the properties of the
dark sector it belongs.
In view of this we have proposed a new mechanism for Dirac neutrino masses which making
use of heavy Majorana mediators generate nonzero masses at one-loop level. The model presented
in this paper is a one-loop realization of the dimension 6 operator LH˜νRS
2 and enters into the list
of Dirac radiative type-I seesaw models with the novel feature that it involves Majorana mediators
rather than Dirac mediators. The Diracness of the massive neutrinos is protected by only one extra
U(1)X gauge symmetry, which in turn ensures the stability of the lightest particle mediating the
one-loop neutrino mass diagram. In this way the model offers in a non trivial way a the solution to
both neutrino and DM puzzles. Moreover, we have shown that going beyond the minimal model
other interesting phenomenological aspects arise such that possible signals at colliders and new
contributions to the number of extra relativistic species. In particular, the current upper bound
on ∆Neff reported by PLANCK points to large ratios MZ′/g
′ & 40 TeV. Future cosmic microwave
background experiments may probe all the no minimal models presented here.
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A U(1)X anomaly cancellation
We use f (f) to denote the general U(1)X generation-independent charge assignments of the field
fR (FL). The three linear anomalies in U(1)X [28]
[SU(3)C ]
2 U(1)X : [3u+ 3d]− [3 · 2q] =0,
[SU(2)L]
2 U(1)X : −[2l + 3 · 2q] =0,
[U(1)Y ]
2 U(1)X :
[
(−2)2e+ 3 (4
3
)2
u+ 3
(−2
3
)2
d
]
−
[
2(−1)2l + 3 · 2 (1
3
)2
q
]
=0, (16)
allows to express three X-charges in terms of the other two
u =− e+ 2l
3
, d =e− 4l
3
, q =− l
3
. (17)
The quadratic anomaly condition is automatically satisfied, while the mixed gauge-gravitational
and cubic anomalies depend of any extra singlet quiral fermions of zero hypercharge, like the
right-handed counterpart of the Dirac neutrinos. For N extra quiral fields with X-charge nα,
these conditions read
[Grav]2 U(1)X :
N∑
α=1
nα + 3(e− 2l) =0 , [U(1)X ]3 :
N∑
α=1
n3α + 3(e− 2l)3 =0 . (18)
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We choose the solutions with r ≡ e− 2l, such that
N∑
α=1
nα =− 3r ,
N∑
α=1
n3α =− 3r3 . (19)
The full set of anomaly free SM X-charges in terms of two parameters [28, 50, 51] that we choose
as l and r, is just
u =− r − 4l
3
, d =r +
2l
3
, q =− l
3
, e =r + 2l , h =− r − l . (20)
where the condition in the charged lepton Yukawa couplings have been used to fix h, and is
automatically consistent with the conditions in the quark Yukawa couplings. By setting l = 0 in
the previous equations, we can define the Abelian symmetry in which only the right-handed charged
fermions have non-vanishing X-charges as U(1)R. Then the general anomaly free two-parameter
solution can be written as
X(r, l) = rR− lY . (21)
If we now change f → f ′ = f/r for all the charged fermion X-charges [51], the first set of
anomaly cancellation conditions Eq. (16) remains invariant, and without lost of generality it is
always possible to normalize the solutions such that the last set Eq. (19) is just
N∑
α=1
n′α =− 3 ,
N∑
α=1
n′ 3α =− 3 . (22)
For example, the solution with r = 3: nα = (−2,−2,−4,−1) [50] can be easily normalized to
the form in Eq. (22) with f → f/3 to n′α = (−2/3,−2/3,−4/3,−1/3) as used in Ref. [83]. In
this way, without lost of generality, we will work with the normalized solution in terms of a single
parameter [53–55] that we choose to be l, by setting r = 1 as summarized in column U(1)X of
Table 2, which is just
X(l) = R− l Y . (23)
In particular, this includes the solution nα = (−4,−4,+5) [50]. In general, we have that for
ν = n1 = n2, the extra fermion inside the one-loop neutrino mass diagram in Fig. 1, must have
charges
ψ =− ν + 1
4
, η =− ν + 1
4
− l , σ =1− 3ν
4
. (24)
The case for ν = −4 is also displayed in Table 2.
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